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INTRODUCTION 
In the scenario of social bookmarking, a user browsing the Web bookmarks web pages and 
assigns free-text labels (i.e., tags) to them according to their personal preferences. 
The benefits of social tagging are clear – tags enhance Web content browsing and search. 
However, since these tags may be publicly available to any Internet user, a privacy attacker 
may crawl through this information and extract an accurate snapshot of users’ interests or 
user profiles, containing sensitive information, such as health-related information, political 
preferences, salary or religion.  
In this technical report, we approach one of the practical aspects when it comes to 
represent users' interests from their tagging activity, namely the categorization of tags into 
high-level categories of interest. The reason is that the representation of user profiles on the 
basis of the myriad of tags available on the Web is certainly unfeasible from various practical 
perspectives; mainly concerning the unavailability of data to reliably, accurately measure 
interests across such fine-grained categorisation, and, should the data be available, its 
overwhelming computational intractability. Motivated by this, our study presents the results 
of a categorization process whereby a collection of tags posted at Delicious 
(http://delicious.com) are classified into 200 subcategories of interest. The methodology 
used to conduct such categorisation is in line with other works in the field [1] [2]. 
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